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Abstract
Interdisciplinary research and collaborations are essential to disentangle complex and wicked global socio-ecological challenges. However, institutional structures and practices to support interdisciplinary research are still developing and a shared
understanding on how best to develop effective interdisciplinary researchers (particularly at early career stages) is lacking.
Barriers to interdisciplinary approaches, which include diverse disciplinary ‘languages’, research time constraints and limited
guidance on how to achieve interdisciplinarity in practice, further challenge this understanding. To help overcome these
barriers, this paper provides practical advice for early career researchers and their mentors, as well as senior researchers and
lab leaders, in the form of 10 tips: ‘Develop an area of expertise’; ‘Learn new languages’; ‘Be open-minded’; ‘Be patient’;
‘Embrace complexity’; ‘Collaborate widely; ‘Push your boundaries’; ‘Consider if you will engage in interdisciplinary
research’; ‘Foster interdisciplinary culture’; and ‘Champion interdisciplinary researchers’. They are presented here to
empower present and future generations of interdisciplinary researchers in their endeavour to solve contemporary socioecological challenges worldwide.
Keywords Collaborative research · Early career researcher · Interdisciplinary research (IDR) · Socio-ecological challenges
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1 A need for guidance
Research and collaboration between the biophysical and
human dimensions are fundamental to address modern
socio-ecological and sustainability challenges. Disentangling these challenges demands knowledge on complex,
multi-scale interactions between ecosystems and society
(Nash et al. 2017, pp. 1625–1634) and is an inherently interdisciplinary endeavour that recognises the interdependence
of society and the biosphere, from local to global scales
(Folke et al. 2016; Coen 2018, p. 41). Interdisciplinary
socio-ecological approaches (Fig. 1) are increasingly prevalent within academia (Rhoten and Parker 2004, p. 2046;
Campbell 2005, p. 574; Palmer 2018, p. 331) and beyond,
particularly illustrated by the conception of the Sustainable
Development Goals agenda (United Nations 2015). Despite
this, challenges and barriers to conducting interdisciplinary
research (IDR) are considerable (Rhoten and Parker 2004,
p. 2046; Pooley et al. 2013, pp. 25–28; Hein et al. 2018, pp.
10–11). Research that successfully integrates social, human,
health and natural science realms is a rarity (Ommer 2018,
p. 1) because the culture, structures and practices necessary
to facilitate IDR are lacking.
IDR often requires combining the disparate concepts and
methods that diverse disciplines are founded upon (Eigenbrode et al. 2007, p. 56). This requires time and resources
and adds to project transaction costs (i.e. defining research
approaches, terminology, fundamental disciplinary concepts
or ways of thinking, etc.) which can induce destabilising
tensions within interdisciplinary teams (Frusher et al. 2014,
p. 605). Researchers may be reluctant to engage with IDR

Fig. 1  Defining the concepts of
multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity.
Adapted from Stember (1991,
p. 5) and Tress et al. (2006,
p. 17). This article focuses on
interdisciplinarity, as opposed to
multidisciplinarity or transdisciplinarity, although there are
certainly similarities across the
three
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because they do not receive recognition for their efforts in
their home disciplines (Pain 2014, p. 1) and because academic organisation and culture often penalises IDR (Bromham et al. 2016, pp. 684–687). For example, research institutions are traditionally structured along disciplinary lines
and funding proposals that straddle these lines (i.e. falling
between natural and social sciences) are largely judged from
single disciplinary perspectives, which lack the expertise
necessary to assess research proposals outside of their core
discipline (Bammer 2016, p. 4).
A further problem is narrowly focused research programmes conducted under the banner of interdisciplinarity
(Clark and Steelman 2013, p. 25; Budtz Pedersen 2016, p.
16036). For example, a commonly voiced issue is the late
inclusion of a ‘token’ researcher from a different discipline
(often, from the social sciences) after a research programme
has been designed, rather than integrating all disciplinary
perspectives from inception (Stephenson et al. 2017, p. 58).
Increasing awareness of these (among other) impediments
to IDR are driving progress towards better support for interdisciplinary teams (Blythe et al. 2017, p. 118; Alexander
et al. 2018, p. 72). Still, researchers, particularly those at
early career stages, are often uncertain on how best to effectively engage in an interdisciplinary setting (Charnley et al.
2017, p. 81). Thus, this Perspective Essay aims to provide
guidance for those engaging, or wishing to engage, in IDR.
We draw on the experiential knowledge of world-leading
interdisciplinary scholars to articulate 10 tips for early career
socio-ecological researchers and their mentors for improving
IDR in practice.
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2 In search of guidance
2.1 Identifying interdisciplinary experts
To address the aims of this paper, the coordinating authors
(RK, MM, KLN, CC) identified and engaged with thirteen
leading practitioners (other authors) of interdisciplinary
approaches from around the globe (hereafter, ‘experts’).
These experts were selected purposely and opportunistically for five reasons. First, they have diverse and extensive
experiences operating and publishing as self-identified IDR
researchers. Second, each has extensive experience leading
IDR groups and/or teams. Third, they come from a range
of disciplinary backgrounds including oceanography, biology, mathematics, geography, sociology and natural resource
management. Fourth, they represent several research and
practice approaches (e.g. quantitative, qualitative, mixedmethods, participatory approaches). Fifth, they have worked
under a range of institutional contexts, including academia,
government and non-government agencies, which recognise
and combine fundamental worldviews (see e.g. Eigenbrode
et al. 2007, p. 56). The experts were identified through the
coordinating authors’ existing professional networks and,
as such, are largely situated in marine and aquatic research
domains in English-speaking, developed countries, and
are not representative (nor are they intended to be) of the
wider population of interdisciplinary experts. However, their
diversity of experiences and perspectives should make our
interdisciplinary recommendations more generally useful.

2.2 Collating expertise and advise
The coordinating authors developed a qualitative questionnaire, designed to encourage the experts to reflect on their
careers and to garner insight from their experience that
would be beneficial as guidance for (aspiring) ID researchers. Specifically, the first question was designed to understand the experiences of each participant, including how
they came to work as an ID researcher. The next three questions were designed to understand their broad experiences
working as, and leading teams of, ID researchers including
their perceptions as to the need for ID researchers (question
2), the challenges and barriers that they had experienced in
their careers relating to IDR (question 3), and the strategies
that they have used (or seen used) to overcome these challenges (question 4). The next two questions, adapted from
Marshall et al. (2017, p. 3), were specifically designed to
convert the experiences and learnings of participants into
well-constructed advice that could be converted directly into
a ‘tip’ for early career researchers seeking to become interdisciplinary (question 5) and senior researchers seeking to
cultivate ID researchers and teams (question 6). The final
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question (question 7) was included to allow participants to
reflect on the survey and provide any additional context or
information that they felt was needed, having just completed
the survey. The survey questions were:
1. Can you please outline your individual experience?
What is your background, and how did you become
involved in IDR?
2. In your opinion, why do we need ID researchers?
3. Based on your experiences, what are the main barriers
and challenges related to developing ID researchers?
4. In your experience, what strategies have you used, or
seen used, to successfully develop ID researchers?
5. If you could give one ‘top tip’ to students and early
career researchers trying to become ID researchers, what
would it be?
6. If you could give one ‘top tip’ to senior researchers and
lab leaders responsible for the training and development
of ID researchers, what would it be?
7. Given the topic of this paper, is there anything else that
you would like to tell us?
The survey was administered between May and July 2018,
and each expert had the option of answering the questions
via interview (n = 11) or providing written responses (n = 2).
In the case of interviews, we provided the questions to the
experts in advance to allow them time to carefully consider
their responses and to provide in-depth recollections of their
experiences. We conducted the interviews in person where
possible or via Skype, and they lasted between 20 and 60 min,
were audio recorded and then professionally transcribed.

2.3 Data analysis
The transcripts were analysed using NVIVO 10 qualitative data analysis software. The research objectives formed
the basis of the coding, and the analysis of the raw data
was completed following an inductive approach, based on
Grounded Theory Analysis (Glaser and Strauss 1967). This
allowed the research findings (key themes) to emerge naturally from the interviews, without the restrictions imposed
by more structured methodologies (Hay 2010). To ensure
the validity of the emerging themes, they were continually
verified against the raw data from which they were derived
(following previous studies, e.g. Cvitanovic et al. 2016, p.
886; Marshall et al. 2017, p. 3). Collective author reflection
on the themes during the group synthesis and preparation of
this paper further verified their relevance and value.
The analysis of the data resulted in the development of
10 tips to help early career researchers, and their mentors
achieve successful IDR. We present these 10 tips under a
knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP) framing (Cabana
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or institutional levels. Specifically, tips 1–8 are aimed at the
individual researcher and the final tips, 9–10, are focused
more on the interdisciplinary team or research strategy level.
The tips are presented in an order that logically accompanies the process of becoming an ID researcher, as opposed
to the order of the frequency in which they were discussed
(i.e. number of experts). Further, these tips are not mutually exclusive, but rather emphasise the key themes of our
analysis, which in many cases reinforce one another. We
have chosen not to identify specific expert comments and
instead use identity codes (e.g. E1 for expert 1, etc.) in the
quotations below.

3.1 Tips pertaining to knowledge
3.1.1 
Fig. 2  Ten tips for ID researchers, depicted under the knowledge,
attitudes and practices (KAP) framework (Cabana et al. 1999, p.
1459). Tips 1 (Develop an area of expertise) and 2 (Learn new languages) relate to developing ID researcher knowledge. Tips 3 (Be
open-minded), 4 (Be patient) and 5 (Embrace complexity) pertain
to ID researcher attitudes. Tips 6 (Collaborate widely) and 7 (Push
your boundaries) relate to both attitudes and practices. Tips 8 (Consider if (and how) you will engage in IDR), 9 (Foster interdisciplinary culture) and 10 (Champion researchers) emphasise engaging in,
and supporting, IDR. Tip 9 (Foster interdisciplinary culture) was the
most discussed theme (n = 12), followed by tip 6 (Collaborate widely;
n = 11) and tip 2 (Learn new languages; n = 11). Tip 10 (Champion
interdisciplinary role-models) was the least discussed theme and was
highlighted by only one expert. Tips 1–8 are aimed at early career
researchers and are represented by the blue icons, while tips 9–10 are
aimed at more senior level researchers, university leaders and mentors
and are represented by the green icons.

T ip 1: develop an area of expertise–work
on your core

Interdisciplinarity means bridging between disciplines, but
a core grounding is required to bring an expert perspective
to the interdisciplinary table comfortably, confidently and
most importantly, competently.
“As oddly contrasting as the terms might be, I think to
be interdisciplinary, you also have to be a specialist at
something and find that balance.” (E3)

et al. 1999, p. 1459) to target what researchers should know
(knowledge), perceive (attitudes) and do (practices) in relation to conducting IDR (Fig. 2). This adds a further layer
of structuring, which we intend to increase the usefulness
and applicability of the tips; i.e. behaviour change can be
encouraged without changing knowledge and attitudes first;
however, impelling behaviour change by influencing knowledge and attitudes is believed to be more successful in the
long term (Cabana et al. 1999, p. 1463).

This ‘core’ knowledge can be either a discipline (e.g.
marine zoology), a place (e.g. having a deep experiential
understanding of the Arctic), a field of study (e.g. fisheries), a method (e.g. modelling) or a process (e.g. knowledge
brokering). A core knowledge provides a clear identity and
profile. It will shape the researcher’s contribution and be a
stronghold in interdisciplinary collaborations because developing in-depth knowledge promotes an appreciation of the
expertise of others.
Note: Several of the experts believe that ‘core’ knowledge is contextual and that core grounding can also be IDR.
Training as a ‘core’ ID researcher from the beginning of a
research career is challenging, but opportunities for early
career researchers to engage in interdisciplinary training are
increasing and improving, as we discuss in the next section.

3 Tips for interdisciplinary researchers

3.1.2 

The 10 tips outlined below are presented in a generic manner
to increase their applicability and utility across disciplines,
geographies, career stages and contexts. However, as outlined earlier, not all tips will be useful across all contexts and
some may be more relevant and useful to students and early
career researchers, while others to more senior, mentoring

IDR requires expression of disciplinary science in ways that
are understandable to other disciplines. We are trained to use
jargon because it is specific and exact within our fields and/
or disciplines, but in IDR, this jargon will be confusing and
excluding. Differences in the use of terms and techniques
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by various disciplines (e.g. specific statistics, mathematical
approaches, qualitative methods, etc.) can also generate confusion and misunderstanding, and the use of discipline-specific
terms (e.g. ‘significance’, ‘culture’, ‘function’, ‘model’, etc.)
has great potential to marginalise potential collaborators.
In developing a shared language, the challenge arises in
not losing the rigour and nuance of terms, as used in a core
discipline. Casual and clumsy use of language can promote,
and be a symptom of, clumsy thinking. Just as learning a
different (e.g. national) language requires an understanding
of grammar, nuance and meaning, learning a different disciplinary language also requires this grammatical and cultural
understanding. Superficial ability to function and communicate may come relatively quickly, but fluency takes time,
patience and immersion. In the long term, working through
language barriers will increase flexibility and adaptability to
work across disciplines and can foster the creation of IDR
questions and solutions.
“We need the people who can span the disciplines and
kind of speak both languages, sit in that boundary as
service translators or be able to think within different
frames of reference and thinking as it’s really valuable
and it is a unique skill set (E5)”.
Learning new languages can best be achieved by listening, questioning and more listening. Sharing disciplinary
definitions or key introductory texts may be helpful. Communication tools, such as metaphors, analogies and stories,
may also be used to present experiences and perspectives to
diverse audiences and disciplines. Communication experts
and knowledge brokers can facilitate dialogue between disciplines to break down language barriers and support understanding and collaboration.

3.2 Tips pertaining to attitudes
3.2.1

T ip 3: be open‑minded–appreciate diversity
in perspectives and contributions

IDR necessitates integrating divergent disciplines, and navigating this can be intimidating and even lead to confrontation, particularly for researchers who have been taught
within the norms and rules of a single discipline. The key
to becoming a successful ID researcher is to remain openminded; open to learning, open to new ways of doing things
and open to collaborations that include new types of disciplinary knowledge and non-academic knowledge. Most importantly, one is to remain humble when engaging with other
knowledge-holders. Invite questions, ask them to explain and
never be afraid to say ‘I don’t understand’.
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“People who are humble probably do [IDR] better and
more rapidly than people who aren’t humble”. (E2)
3.2.2 

Tip 4: be patient—IDR takes time

Some collaborations work more easily than others, but most
frequently, establishing successful interdisciplinary collaborations requires time, and lots of it. IDR is a learning cycle,
and transaction time can lengthen when collaborators need
to understand different disciplinary cultures, languages and
approaches. Time should be allocated for iterative cycles
of learning and reflection across all stages of the research
process: from the development of the research questions to
the solutions that are proposed:
“Being patient and allowing everybody to learn. I think
having patience to allow new kinds of working and
being open really, and curious”. (E1)
Successful IDR is underpinned by trust among members
of the research team, and trust-building takes time because
IDR can be an uncomfortable, frustrating space requiring
lengthy social bonding processes and effort and patience
from researchers. This need for time is one of the main
reasons early career stage researchers may find it challenging to engage in IDR, because the academic reward system
emphasises the regular and rapid production of publications,
particularly in the early stages of a researcher’s career.
3.2.3 

T ip 5: embrace complexity—it can be
stimulating and rewarding

Do not view complexity and differences in approaches as a
roadblock. Rather, embrace this complexity and appreciate
that every researcher will make a contribution. It would be
naïve to underestimate the true complexity of the disciplinary cores you and others are representing, or the complexity of the socio-ecological challenges being tackled. IDR
will be difficult, but consider its complexity and associated
ambiguity as opportunities rather than barriers. For example,
working to understand the ‘bigger picture’, by combining
views and knowledge from several disciplines, provides a
richer perspective:
“There’s been a bunch of times where I’m reading a
paper from another discipline or struggling through
that terminology and suddenly go, ‘Oh wow, I never
would have thought of that’. You find common patterns across scales that you wouldn’t have appreciated
otherwise, you can open up doorways”. (E2)
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Research questions should include input and insight
from all members of the research team to provide a clear
and shared focus for all, facilitating the contribution of all
participants’ critical role.

3.3 Tips pertaining to attitudes and practices
3.3.1 

T ip 6: collaborate widely—but check your ego
in at the door

Interdisciplinary work is integrated and collaborative: bringing people together to harness and discuss their collective
expertise. Egos will impede progress because IDR requires
hearing and appreciating the views and knowledge of others.
Learning nuances and differences in thought and approaches
among disciplines is crucial for co-creating research questions and approaches to answer them. Building teams of
engaged collaborators spanning multiple disciplines is a
powerful strategy for advancing understanding of important
socio-ecological challenges. Collaborating broadly fosters
joint learning, a significant reward for undertaking IDR, and
interdisciplinary team members share collective interest in
working on the challenge at hand and in learning from other
researchers:
“Take the journey together…it’s not a relay race. It’s
not like, ‘I did something and now I’m going to give
you the baton, and now you run the next hundred
metres to hand the baton to someone else’. It really
should not be a relay race”. (E3)
3.3.2 

T ip 7: push your boundaries—get comfortable
outside your comfort zone

IDR provides opportunity to question how you understand
things and to challenge yourself to comprehend something
differently. Make attempts, big and small, to get outside of
your comfort zone, and deliberately expose yourself to novel
perspectives, opinions and ideas:
“There are whole bodies of theory there that I’m completely ignorant of, and I know I’m ignorant of them.
I think in some ways you’ve got to be quite brave and
bold to be interacting in these spaces where you know
you know nothing”. (E7)
For example, read and attend seminars outside of your
discipline, and discuss and share what you learn among
your peers. Broadening your disciplinary perspective
through IDR can prove enlightening and promote novel
and innovative approaches to tackling complex research
challenges.
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3.4 Tips pertaining to practices
3.4.1 

T ip 8: consider if (and how) you will engage
in IDR

Interdisciplinary career paths will not appeal to everyone
nor do they need to. Many researchers address critical questions within their disciplinary boundaries. Personal skill
sets and outlooks will differ between those who aspire to
conduct IDR and those who prefer to remain within a single
discipline.
‘Some people want to keep pursuing their [single discipline] and they’re very, very good at it, and that’s the
best road for them’. (E1)
It is important to identify personal aspirations and skills
and to consider whether IDR aligns with these career and
personal goals. IDR is challenging and requires patience
and perseverance, but can provide complex and compelling
solutions to the difficult questions and ‘wicked’ problems
around us.

3.4.2 

T ip 9: foster interdisciplinary culture—support
researchers at the grassroots level

Institutional leaders and senior researchers should foster open
atmospheres and safe spaces where interdisciplinary work
can be discussed and developed, i.e. where saying ‘I don’t
understand’ is supported. Lab leaders should be ready to challenge researchers to explain their jargon and engage and invite
researchers from across disciplines and perspectives into their
lab group meetings and events. Achieving interdisciplinary
culture relies on lab groups and researchers having the freedom
to think and work across disciplinary boundaries.
Institutional leaders can work to adapt internal cultures
within their organisations, to ensure that interdisciplinary
work is valued, resource allocation (e.g. of time, meeting
space and finances) can be granted, and that the formal internal and external recognition necessary for career progression can be provided. Informal encouragement could involve
assisting early career researchers to take opportunities that
support interdisciplinary skill development or discussing the
advantages (and pitfalls) of IDR openly and frequently.
“Connect them to as many good collaborative people
in the different disciplines as possible, so that they’ve
got that supportive network from the start”. (E2)
More formal support could involve developing adequate
training programmes, and ensuring that these opportunities
are more accessible to students across all disciplines who
want to understand and practise IDR.

Socio-Ecological Practice Research (2019) 1:149–161

3.4.3 

T ip 10: champion researchers—showcase
examples of interdisciplinary success

Great IDR deserves recognition akin to that awarded within
disciplines for academic contribution and practical output.
Leaders and champions can create opportunities and remove
barriers by creating and promoting high-profile awards
and developing other mechanisms to recognise excellence
in IDR. Praise and recognition are central to improving
researchers’ track records, while they incur the transaction
costs associated with working across disciplines. Rewards
may also motivate otherwise reluctant disciplinary researchers to participate in interdisciplinary work.
“I’ve seen people succeed in interdisciplinarity with
very, very different strategies. I think there isn’t one
way, I think there are multiple pathways”. (E5)

4 Use of the 10 tips in practice
Training disciplinary experts to collaborate together in interdisciplinary teams is necessary and useful, but in light of the
complex socio-ecological challenges society faces, we must
also focus on developing ID researchers (Alexander et al.
2018, p. 77). In the previous section, we identified particular knowledge, skills, practices, attitudes and/or personality
traits which researchers need if they hope to effectively work
across disciplines. These include humility, respectfulness,
open-mindedness, patience and a disposition to work with
others in challenging situations. Indeed, while such ‘soft
skills’ are consistently identified as critical for collaborations
among disciplines and knowledge systems (e.g. Evans and
Cvitanovic 2018, p. 8), they are rarely valued or specifically
recognised and developed within most existing postgraduate
research training.
Effective and successful IDR requires careful reflection and dedicated effort by the consortium of researchers
involved and their institutions (Lyall and Meagher 2012, p.
616; Schwartz et al. 2017, p. 587). We highlight the KAP
framework as a means to achieving this. By framing our
‘10 Tips’ as components of what researchers should know
(knowledge), perceive (attitudes) and do (practices) in conducting IDR, we have identified a context within which an
(aspiring) ID researcher can employ each tip. For instance,
if researchers are supported (Tip 9) in learning new terms,
techniques and approaches (Tip 2), and being open-minded
(Tip 3), the diversity of disciplinary ‘languages’ may evolve
from a barrier to a starting point for fruitful and exciting
research. Knowledge sharing can lead to the creation of new
ideas which can advise new understanding (i.e. attitudes),
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and these will inform the development of IDR practices and
designs, which can include new methods and institutions.
Encouraging reflection and effort are unlikely without
paying explicit focus to the development of ID researchers and to the cultivation of supportive labs and research
groups, and broader institutional culture (Palmer 2018, p.
331). Challenging deeply held disciplinary beliefs provides
opportunities for dialogue, growth and innovation (Campbell
2005, p. 575; Schwartz et al. 2017, p. 591). Such focus fosters the potential to address many of the challenges of conducting IDR in practice, even in instances where structural
and institutional barriers remain (Eigenbrode et al. 2007, pp.
61–62) (Table 1).
As the research climate evolves to provide more opportunities to conduct IDR and afford better recognition of its
outcomes, Ph.D. students and early career researchers will
benefit from purposeful engagement with interdisciplinary
training and communication, that can broaden perspectives
beyond highly specialised home disciplines (Bridle et al.
2013, p. 27). Increasingly, there is a view that interdisciplinary training should begin in the early career stages (Roy
et al. 2013, p. 750). Today’s graduate students increasingly
commence their careers with an interdisciplinary background (Haider et al. 2018, p. 192), and we posit that the
10 tips can inform the design of interdisciplinary graduate
courses. Developing an interdisciplinary ‘core’ (Tip 1) will
provide early career researchers with the skills necessary to
develop and facilitate collaborations when needs and challenges arise, as well as the expertise to combine and integrate diverse knowledge for purposeful impact.
Interdisciplinary courses have the potential to provide a
robust graduate foundation that can produce effective modern
researchers and agents of change. Opportunities for formal
university training opportunities are increasing (Rhoten and
Parker 2004, p. 2046; Thiet et al. 2018, p. 314), however,
remain rare because academic staff with adequate interdisciplinary training and backgrounds are a rarity in themselves
(Turgeon et al. 2017, p. 8). Interdisciplinary programmes
are structured in myriad ways but tend to be problem- and
solution-focused, not discipline-based (Klein 2005, pp.
35–44; Thompson et al. 2019, pp. 671–681), with a range of
expectations as to what should constitute ‘interdisciplinary
training’ (Meyer et al. 2016, p. 348). Perhaps early career
stage researchers are best placed to revolutionise traditional
approaches to research (Chapman et al. 2015, p. 342). Giving
adequate attention to the processes of collaboration and communication involved in interdisciplinary experiences (Tips 2
and 6) will be a critical component of any course developing
interdisciplinary skills (Bridle et al. 2013, p. 30).
IDR combines previously disconnected ideas, concepts
and resources, and often violates disciplinary expectations
to produce novel ideas with high impact (Fortunato et al.
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Table 1  Use of the 10 tips in practice. We identify commonly cited barriers to IDR from the literature and identify which tips can be used to
overcome them, in addition to providing some examples of implementing the tips in practice
Barrier
Language barrier between researchers from different disciplines
(Bracken and Oughton 2006,
p. 372; Dick et al. 2016, p. 74;
Alexander et al. 2018, p. 77)

Tip

Proposed practical solutions
● Share core discipline expertise in ways that are understandable (i.e. avoid using jargon) when working
with researchers from other disciplines.
● Read widely for further understanding and communicating within different fields

● Focus on transparency when sharing information and knowledge (e.g. making frameworks transparent; see Blythe et al. 2017)
● Attend interdisciplinary conferences (e.g. Species on the Move; the International Marine Conservation
Congress, etc.)
● Host (and join) social opportunities with peers in other research groups to build rapport, and familiarise one another with research diversity within and between lab groups; e.g. lab coffee mornings,
lunchtime seminars, lab retreats, etc.

● Demonstrate eagerness to understand others by developing formal and informal communication strategies within IDR teams (see Morse et al. 2007)
● Allow collaborators to define and frame the research problem from their view. Allocating time, e.g.
through scoping studies, to understand the views of other researchers is critical (Eigenbrode et al.
2007, p. 56)
● Employ knowledge brokers and ‘boundary organisations’ to facilitate translation and conversation
which can expedite interdisciplinary understanding and research project development (Dick et al.
2016, p. 72)
Limited guidance available for
interdisciplinary students and
early career researchers (Morse
et al. 2007, p. 8)

● Identify a supervisory team who reflect and support the complexity of research, e.g. supervisors with
different disciplinary cores
● Working to ensure that your supervisors interact with each other as well as with you (e.g. in joint
supervisions), to allow language and disciplinary barriers to be openly discussed and overcome
● Connect with interdisciplinary peers, both in your own lab and potentially virtually, with whom you
can discuss and share problems and wins
● Identify mentors whom you admire and who can guide and advise your career development at this
early stage
● Be a mentor to early career (and more senior level) researchers aspiring to conduct IDR. Share experiential knowledge and provide constructive advice that can guide their engagement as collaborative and
respectful research team members
● Seek opportunities to become involved in projects outside of your main research interest topic to
widen your skills, knowledge and network (Peterman 2018, p. 2)

Research is not considered ‘cutting
edge’ (Alexander et al. 2018,
p. 77)

● Aim to publish in broad-focus journals, but also consider publishing relevant interdisciplinary work in
disciplinary journals, to increase recognition and understanding of IDR
● Promote research and publications through your institution’s dissemination channels, your own networks and social media (e.g. Twitter, blogging)
● Be aware, and inform your institution, that while interdisciplinary papers may have less academic
impact over short timescales, they generally have larger impacts in the longer term (i.e. van Noorden
2015, p. 306)
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Table 1  (continued)
Barrier

Tip

Proposed practical solutions
● Recognition breeds recognition. Support and highlight successful ID researchers in your group, and in
other groups, for their ‘cutting edge’ research to increase awareness and appreciation
● If you admire IDR published by others, share this with your networks and on your public channels;
mutual respect is contagious

Significant transaction costs (Bromham et al. 2016, pp. 684–687)

● Collaborate widely but draw a line that maintains a good work–life balance.

● Seek projects that can both challenge and reward you personally (e.g. international collaborations,
projects with potential to continue into the future, etc.)
● Resolve discipline-specific conceptual differences while developing project ideas, to best utilise limited time and resources (Pooley et al. 2013, p. 29)

Publishing IDR can be difficult
(Dick et al. 2016, p. 74)

● Collaborating across networks and disciplines can enhance research visibility via a larger network of
co-authors (Fortunato et al. 2018, p. 3), increasing academic (and other) impact
● Be patient. Interdisciplinary teams tend to achieve higher rates of publication than single discipline
teams in the long term (Hall et al. 2012, p. 160)
● Provide disciplinary ‘anchors’ and definitions in your publications, so that IDR can also be understood
(and referenced) by single disciplinary colleagues

Fewer funding opportunities
(Campbell 2005, p. 575; Roy
et al. 2013, pp. 745–746; Bromham et al. 2016, pp. 684–687)

Funding opportunities are increasing, but in the interim:
● Apply to broad-focus and/or philanthropic funding opportunities (i.e. Belmont Forum, Horizon 2020,
G8 Research Councils Initiative, etc.)
● Pool research funding within teams; i.e. from different disciplinary funding schemes
● Share and promote information about IDR funding opportunities with your networks (e.g. US
National Science Foundation, Australian Research Council, EU Research Council, etc.)

Lack of credit given to IDR may
hinder career development (Rhoten and Parker 2004, p. 2046;
Roy et al. 2013, p. 749)

● Work to champion researchers who perform interdisciplinary work can strengthen the track record and
legitimacy of IDR
● Pursue interdisciplinary networking opportunities (i.e. conferences and seminars, or Twitter) to facilitate collaboration (Chapman et al. 2015, p. 343)
● Present at conferences both which are on the margins of your experience and comfort zone, as well as
conferences in your ‘core field’ to promote novel ideas and spark new collaborations

Researchers viewed as ‘Jack of all
trades’ (Morse et al. 2007, pp.
18–19)

● There is no simple way around this, some people will always be of this opinion

● Remain confident and assured in the value and relevance of IDR. Demonstrated expertise in a core
area will facilitate this
● Reading broadly across disciplines, collaborating widely in research and choosing projects that are
challenging and rewarding will help. The tide is turning!
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2018, p. 2). IDR experiences can be further rewarding when
ID researchers share collective interest in learning and sharing and understanding new perspectives. However, it is also
very challenging, particularly where disciplines do not share
fundamental concepts or approaches (Eigenbrode et al. 2007,
p 57; Morse et al. 2007, p. 18). An interdisciplinary way is
not the only way; not all researchers want (or need) to be
interdisciplinary, and single disciplinary research themes and
approaches are crucially important (Schwartz et al. 2017, p.
595). Conducting research to attain in-depth knowledge and
understanding of the world around us is among the many
reasons why individual disciplines exist (Ommer 2018, p.
3), and successful, credible IDR requires solid disciplinary
knowledge (Wu 2006, p. 4). A balance of disciplinary expertise and interdisciplinary integration is necessary for effective
socio-ecological research in practice (Roy et al. 2013, p. 751).

5 Conclusions
Socio-ecological research is not easily contained within one
field or domain nor are research questions adequately formulated, addressed or resolved using single disciplinary
approaches. Single discipline research and teaching still predominate in academia (Lyall and Meagher 2012, p. 608) and
will continue to play an important role in the pursuit of knowledge. However, the research landscape is changing. Our 10
tips, which draw on the extensive expertise of some IDR leaders, convey tangible and readily implementable actions. They
have been compiled to support early career and more senior
level researchers, their mentors and institutions who wish to
embrace interdisciplinarity. We hope that these 10 tips can
improve researcher capacity to communicate across a range
of disciplines and catalyse insights that successfully integrate
knowledge, to produce exciting and novel strategies for addressing global socio-ecological and sustainability challenges.
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